
DRYSUITS

VOYAGER DRYSUIT

Our Voyager drysuit is a cost e�ective neoprene drysuit, o�ering high end quality at an entry level price. Manufactured from 
a supple, 4mm compressed neoprene, you can be sure of maximum comfort and �exibility when diving in a Voyager.

Neoprene drysuits like the Voyager are renowned for their natural thermal properties; divers can remain warm in even the 
chilliest of waters. This is owed in part to the fact that the Voyager drysuit, like all Northern Diver neoprene drysuits, can be 
worn with any Northern Diver undersuit. However much you feel the cold when diving, we have all bases covered. From our 
Bodyline undersuit through to our Metalux Arctic undersuit, we have the base layer to compliment your Voyager drysuit 
perfectly.

The water-repellant, resin-injected, diamond weave outer fabric means that this neoprene drysuit can be pitted against 
even the harshest sport diving conditions. Oversized knee patches provide additional reinforcement. The suit also features a 
medium duty, high speci�cation, metal dry zip. The zip is protected with a neoprene zip �ap.

The Voyager drysuit is �tted with super soft neoprene neck and wrist seals. Neoprene seals provide optimal comfort whilst 
diving and help to retain the thermal properties of a neoprene drysuit. Should you prefer, latex seals can be �tted to your 
Voyager drysuit. We supply the Voyager drysuit complete with a large zipped cargo pocket on the left thigh, our high 
performance in�ation and variable exhaust valves, and our hard wearing Dacor boots.

DESCRIPTION

VOYAGER-'GENDER'-'SIZE'

STOCK CODE
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Features:

•  4mm of 'supple' compressed neoprene
•  Medium duty - high spec metal dry zip
•  Neoprene neck and wrist seals
•  Bonded for life seams
•  Zip cargo pocket on left thigh
•  Neo-vulcanised durable hard-soled boots
•  Our high performance in�ation and 'variable' exhaust valves

Sizes available: 

Mens: M, ML, MLR, MLT, MR, L, LR, XL, XLR, 
XLT, XXL, XXLR, XXXL, XXXLR

Ladies: S, M, ML, MR, MLR, L, LR, XL, XLR

WEIGHT

THICKNESS

WIDTH

STRETCH WEFT

STRETCH WARP

SMALL DIAMOND STANDARD NYLON

230 grams per meter

0.5mm

142cm

120%

40%

145 grams per meter

0.3mm

142cm

160%

110%

STANDARD NYLON

FO4

SMALL DIAMOND NYLON


